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Abstract:

Translation termination, which liberates a nascent polypeptide from the ribosome specifically at stop codons, must occur accurately and rapidly. We established single-molecule fluorescence assays to track the dynamics of ribosomes and two requisite release factors (eRF1 and eRF3) throughout termination using an in vitro-reconstituted yeast translation system. We found that the two eukaryotic release factors bind together to recognize stop codons rapidly and elicit termination via a tightly regulated, multi-step process that resembles tRNA selection during translation elongation. Because the release factors are conserved from yeast to humans, the molecular events that underlie yeast translation termination are likely broadly fundamental to eukaryotic protein synthesis.

One Sentence Summary: Direct visualization of eukaryotic translation reveals the dynamics of termination at stop codons.
Main Text:

Protein synthesis concludes when a translating ribosome encounters a stop codon at the end of an open reading frame, triggering recruitment of two factors to liberate the nascent polypeptide: eukaryotic Release Factor 1 (eRF1), a tRNA-shaped protein that decodes the stop codon and cleaves the peptidyl-tRNA bond (1-3), and eukaryotic Release Factor 3 (eRF3), a GTPase that promotes eRF1 action (4-6). After translation termination, the ribosome, P-site tRNA, and mRNA are released via recycling (4, 7, 8).

Despite decades of study, the order and timing of molecular events that drive translation termination remain unclear, as multistep processes are difficult to assess using traditional approaches. A cohesive understanding of translation termination and its underlying steps, central to normal translation, would also support the treatment of diseases caused by premature stop codons, which include cystic fibrosis, muscular dystrophy, and hereditary cancers (9). Indeed, since premature stop codons cause 11% of all heritable human diseases (10), stop-codon readthrough therapeutics have immense clinical potential (9, 11).

Results

Here we used an in vitro-reconstituted yeast translation system (12) and single-molecule fluorescence spectroscopy to track eukaryotic release factor dynamics and termination directly. We reasoned that ribosomes translating mRNAs with very short open reading frames would provide the simplest system for detailed analysis of the discrete sub-steps of termination. Ribosome complexes were programmed with Met (M-Stop) or Met-Phe (M-F-Stop) mRNAs and reacted with saturating amounts of eRF1
and eRF3. Peptide release from both M-Stop and M-F-Stop ribosome complexes occurred at similar rates as a longer tetrapeptide (M-F-K-K-Stop) programmed ribosome complex (Fig. 1A and S1A-B), and also matched the rate previously characterized for tripeptide programmed ribosome complexes (4, 5). To monitor eRF1 and eRF3 binding to ribosomes in real time, we labeled both proteins specifically with fluorescent dyes (Fig. S1C-D) and established that both labeled proteins exhibited wild-type peptide release activity (Fig. 1B and S1E-F). Association of eRF1 with the ribosome was monitored by Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) between 60S subunits labeled with Cy3 (FRET donor) on the C-terminus of uL18 and eRF1 labeled with Cy5 (FRET acceptor) on the N-terminus (13). Structural models place these termini ~50 Å apart when eRF1 is bound in the A site (Fig. 1C) (3, 13, 14). Next, Cy3-labeled ribosomal complexes programmed with Met in the P site and either UAA or UUC in the A site were combined with Cy5-eRF1 and unlabeled eRF3, and FRET was monitored at equilibrium using Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence (TIRF) Microscopy. eRF1-60S FRET was only observed when a stop codon was in the A site (Fig. 1D and S1G-H), demonstrating the specificity of the FRET signal for proper eRF1 association.

We leveraged this FRET-based binding signal to probe the roles of eRF1 and eRF3 in translation termination. We first prepared 80S ribosomal complexes programmed on 5′-biotinylated M-Stop mRNAs with Cy5-labeled 60S subunits; these complexes were tethered to neutravidin-coated Zero-Mode Waveguide (ZMW) surfaces (15, 16). Upon start of real-time data acquisition, Cy3-eRF1, excess GTP, and
unlabeled eRF3 were added to the surface, and Cy3-eRF1 and Cy5-60S fluorescence within individual ZMWs were monitored by excitation with a 532-nm laser (Fig. 2A).

Rapid, concentration-dependent eRF1 binding to the ribosomal A site was detected upon delivery of the release factors (Fig. 2B and S2A-C). Association kinetics were fit to a double-exponential function with a dominant (56 – 83%) eRF1 concentration-dependent fast phase with a pseudo-first order rate constant of 6.3 ± 3.9 µM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$ (Fig. 2C-D and S2B); a minor (17 – 44%) slow phase, which did not vary with eRF1 concentration, was also observed (e.g. $k_{obs} = \sim 0.009$ s$^{-1}$; Fig. 2D and S2B).

Conversely, eRF1 bound very slowly to these same complexes in the absence of eRF3 (e.g. $k_{obs} = \sim 0.008$ s$^{-1}$; Fig. 2D-E and S2D-E); the rate constant for this eRF3-independent binding was similar to the slow phase observed with eRF3, and also was unaffected by eRF1 concentration. In all cases, eRF1 binding events were long-lived (e.g. $\tau = 227 \pm 13$ s, Fig. S2B and S2E), and prolonged detection is likely limited by dye lifetime (Fig. S2F). Notably, in the presence of eRF3, the rapid eRF1 binding observed here is similar to the rate of Phe-tRNA$^{\text{Phe}}$ ternary complex binding to its cognate A-site codon under similar conditions (9.0 ± 0.4 µM$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$; Fig. S2G). These results indicate that eRF1 binding, which would otherwise be limited by a slow event, is rapid enough to compete with tRNAs for A-site occupancy when assisted by eRF3.

We next tracked eRF3 dynamics directly, independent of eRF1, to establish a baseline understanding of its interaction with the ribosome. We used a previously established inter-ribosomal subunit FRET signal to confirm 80S complex formation (13),
and monitored dye-labeled eRF3 dynamics via fluorescent bursts that occur upon factor binding to immobilized ribosomes. Ribosomes, Cy3-labeled on uL18 and Cy5-labeled on uS19 (yielding FRET upon 80S formation), were programmed with 5′-biotinylated M-Stop mRNAs and tethered to ZMWs. Next, Cy5-eRF3 and GTP were added to ZMWs and were illuminated with 532- and 642-nm lasers. After an initial phase of FRET, typified by rapid 40S-Cy5 photobleaching, brief bursts of additional Cy5 signal were observed that marked binding and dissociation of eRF3 (Fig. 3A). eRF3 binding was concentration-dependent (Fig. 3B), and association kinetics were fit to an exponential function with a pseudo-first order rate constant of $0.4 \pm 0.2 \mu M^{-1} s^{-1}$ (Fig. S3A-B). eRF3 resided briefly on the ribosome ($\tau = 0.15 \pm 0.01$ s; Fig. 3C), and the dwell times between eRF3 binding events varied with its concentration (Fig. S3B), consistent with a bimolecular association reaction. Inclusion of either GTP analogs or a GTPase-deficient eRF3 mutant (H348E (4)) did not impact its association or dissociation rates (Fig. 3C and S3C) suggesting that this binding cycle occurs independent of GTP hydrolysis.

Two distinct models could explain how eRF3 promotes fast association of eRF1 with ribosomes halted at stop codons. eRF3 may first bind to ribosomes, triggering rearrangements that favor subsequent association of eRF1 with ribosomes as suggested recently (17). Alternatively, eRF3 may act as a chaperone, directly delivering eRF1 to ribosomes (5). To distinguish between these models, we performed single-molecule experiments similar to those described above but now simultaneously tracking fluorescent eRF1 and eRF3. We observed concurrent binding of the two factors to M-Stop ribosomes (Fig. 4A). While we also observed eRF1 and/or eRF3 binding
individually to ribosomes in these experiments—unsurprising since the release factors can each bind alone to ribosomes and are at sub-saturating concentrations—the frequency of such independent binding events was very low (<0.1%), allowing us to rule out that co-arrivals occur primarily by random chance (see Methods). Analysis of Cy5 (eRF1) and Cy3.5 (eRF3) fluorescence intensities, aligned to the beginning of apparent co-association events (“post-synchronization”), further demonstrates that eRF3 binding to a stop codon-halted ribosome is transient, whereas eRF1 resides longer on the ribosome (Fig. 4B). Omission of GTP decreased the number of observed co-binding events by 17-fold, confirming that eRF1, eRF3, and GTP bind the ribosome together as a pre-formed ternary complex (Fig. S4A). Ternary complex association kinetics were fit to a double-exponential function, yielding a dominant fast phase rate that was dependent upon eRF1 concentration (Fig. 4C and S4B-D). In contrast to the dynamics of eRF3 in absence of eRF1 (where eRF3 lifetime had little dependence on GTP hydrolysis, ranging from 0.11 – 0.16 s; Fig 3C), here GTP accelerated eRF3 release from ribosomes by 8-fold compared to experiments performed with the more slowly hydrolyzed analog GTPγS (0.3 ± 0.1 s with GTP vs. 2.5 ± 0.1 s with GTPγS; Fig. 4D and S4E-F). Substitution of wild-type eRF3 with a GTPase-deficient mutant similarly slowed its release from the ribosome by 5-fold (1.6 ± 0.1 s; Fig. 4D and S4E-F). Thus, eRF3 is a chaperone that delivers eRF1 to ribosomes halted at stop codons, and eRF3 departure from the ribosome is partly governed by its GTPase activity.

We next sought to understand the timing and regulation of peptidyl-tRNA ester bond hydrolysis catalyzed by eRF1. Peptide hydrolysis triggers rapid rearrangement of
P-site tRNA from a classical (P/P) to a hybrid (P/E) state (18), and we hypothesized this rearrangement could be tracked via FRET between labeled P-site tRNA and A-site-bound eRF1 (~50 Å separation before vs. ~70 Å after rearrangement; Fig. 5A). To test this, we tethered ribosomes programmed on an M-Stop mRNA with Cy3-labeled Met-tRNA\(^{\text{I}}\) (FRET donor) to ZMWs, added catalytically-inactive Cy5-eRF1 (G180A, FRET acceptor), unlabeled eRF3, and GTP, and illuminated with a 532-nm laser. As expected, high FRET was observed between the classical-state tRNA and eRF1 (\(\mu = 0.632 \pm 0.001\); Fig. 5B). Next, we repeated the assay but added puromycin, a drug that cleaves the peptidyl-tRNA bond, and indeed observed lower efficiency FRET between the now-hybrid-state tRNA and catalytically-inactive eRF1 (\(\mu = 0.531 \pm 0.005\); Fig. 5B).

Therefore, peptidyl-tRNA bond status can be deduced by monitoring P-site tRNA conformation through this FRET signal.

We used this FRET signal to correlate eRF1 dynamics with peptidyl-tRNA bond hydrolysis in real time. Ribosomes programmed on 5’-biotinylated M-F-Stop mRNAs were tethered to ZMWs and illuminated with a 532-nm laser. We then added a mixture of Cy3-labeled Phe-tRNA\(^{\text{Phe}}\) (FRET donor), Cy5-eRF1 (FRET acceptor), excess eRF3, elongation factors, and eIF5A (an accessory factor that accelerates both elongation and termination (19)). Fast tRNA binding, denoted by high Cy3 signal, was observed soon after factor addition and persisted until translocation and subsequent eRF1 binding occurred (Fig. 5C-D and S5A). Association of eRF1 initially resulted in a high-FRET signal (\(\mu = 0.6736 \pm 0.003\), herein referenced as “pre-termination state”; Fig. S5B-C) and was followed by a lower-FRET signal (\(\mu = 0.4613 \pm 0.007\), “post-termination state”);
Fig. 5C-E and S5B). Finally, eRF1 was released from the ribosome, resulting in restoration of high Cy3 signal (Fig. 5C-E). Critically, substitution of eRF1 with an inactive mutant reduced the number of observed high- to lower-FRET transitions by ~7-fold (Fig. S5D-E), which closely matched the relative extent of peptide release observed in bulk with either wild-type or G180A eRF1 (Fig. 1B and S1E-F). FRET is also specific for stop codon recognition, as replacement of the UAA stop codon with near-cognate UAU completely eliminated these FRET transitions (Fig. S5D).

We used this eRF1/tRNA FRET assay to characterize the kinetics of peptidyl-tRNA bond hydrolysis, focusing on ribosomal events before and after termination. Pre-termination state lifetimes of eRF1 on the 80S ribosome fit well to a two-step, irreversible kinetic model with termination occurring in 2.8 s at 30 °C (95% CI: 2.6 – 3.0 s; Fig. 5F and S5F-G). eRF1 dissociation kinetics, fit to a single step model by a single exponential, revealed that eRF1 is released quickly after termination in 0.5 s (95% CI: 0.5 – 0.6 s, Fig. 5F and S5G-H); eRF1 lifetime was unaffected by laser power variation, showing that its lifetime is not limited by dye photobleaching (Fig. S5I). Further support that peptidyl-tRNA bond hydrolysis favors eRF1 release was observed with catalytically-inactive eRF1, which resided 6-fold longer on ribosomes (Fig. S5J). Peptidyl-tRNA bond cleavage also hindered rebinding of eRF1 (Fig. S5K), demonstrating that termination decreases the affinity of eRF1 for ribosomes. The long eRF1 lifetime observed in our prior measurements (Fig. 2 and 4) is attributable to differences in detection methods and the omission of eIF5A from those assays, as eIF5A does not affect eRF1 association rates but does enhance termination and eRF1 release rates...
Peptidyl-tRNA bond hydrolysis rates increased with temperature from 20 – 30 °C (Fig. 5F, S6G, and S7A-C), and subsequent Eyring and Gibbs analyses revealed that termination is regulated by a step with a significant energetic barrier (Fig. S7D); consistent with this notion, prior structural work demonstrated that eRF1 undergoes a large-scale conformational change (termed “accommodation”) to render it catalytically active (3, 14). Release of eRF1 from the ribosomal A site is also energetically costly (Fig. 5F and S7E), likely due to extensive interactions that anchor eRF1 to the stop codon (3). Termination proceeded at a similar rate when the UAA stop codon was changed to either UAG or UGA (Fig. S8), suggesting that a common mechanism is employed at all three stop codons. We therefore observed an ordered series of events at stop codons, with eRF1 eliciting peptidyl-tRNA bond cleavage within ~3 s of ribosomal association, followed by rapid eRF1 release.

We next explored the impact of cis-acting mRNA elements on termination. Prior work uncovered a class of 3' untranslated region (“UTR”) mRNA sequences that promote stop-codon readthrough (20, 21), yet it was unclear if these elements function in part by inhibiting termination. Indeed, insertion of a 6-nucleotide sequence that promotes stop-codon readthrough with 30% efficiency (CAAUUA) into the 3' UTR of M-F-Stop mRNAs lengthened pre-termination state duration by 2-fold (5.9 s, 95% CI: 5.2 – 7.0 s with CAAUUA vs. 2.9 s, 95% CI: 2.7 – 3.0 s without CAAUUA; Fig. 6A and S9A-B). Insertion of other sequences that promote readthrough at lower efficiencies also lengthened the pre-termination state, albeit to lesser degrees (Fig. 6A and S9A-B).
Thus, sequences that enhance stop-codon readthrough hinder peptidyl-tRNA bond cleavage by eRF1.

The aminoglycosides G418 and paromomycin also promote stop-codon readthrough (22), primarily by stabilizing near-cognate tRNA in the A site. Paromomycin also inhibits bacterial termination (23), yet its effects on eukaryotic termination were not deeply characterized (24). We therefore applied our suite of assays to examine the effects of these drugs on eukaryotic termination. While the addition of 50 µM G418 to our single-molecule termination assays had no discernable impact on termination kinetics (Fig. S9C-E), 50 µM paromomycin lengthened the pre-termination state duration (by nearly 2-fold; Fig. 6B and S9C-E), and increased post-termination state duration (by 5-fold; Fig. 6B and S9C-E). A titration of paromomycin revealed concentration-dependent effects of the drug on post-termination state duration (Fig. 6B and S9C-E). Additionally, simultaneous tracking of eRF1/3 dynamics (as described in Fig. 4) with 50 µM paromomycin revealed that the drug also slows eRF1/eRF3 co-binding to the ribosome (by more than 2-fold; Fig. S9F). Together, these studies demonstrate that stop-codon readthrough effectors hinder numerous facets of termination, thus uncovering additional nodes to target with potential therapeutics.

Discussion

Whereas prior work broadly described the roles of eRF1 and eRF3 in regulating eukaryotic termination (2, 4, 5, 19, 25), here we directly monitored the kinetics of individual sub-steps to obtain a higher-resolution view of this essential process (Fig. 4).
First, a pre-bound ternary complex of eRF1, eRF3, and GTP rapidly binds to a stop
codon-halted ribosome (Fig. 2 and 4). eRF3 appears to unlock eRF1 conformation to
facilitate this fast ribosomal binding, as the association of eRF1 alone is slow and
governed by an eRF1 concentration-independent event (Fig. 2D-E); consistent with this
notion, prior structural studies demonstrated that the predominant conformation of eRF1
free in solution is incompatible with ribosomal binding (Fig. S10) (3, 14, 26, 27). Next,
eRF3 hydrolyzes GTP to promote its own release (Fig. 4D), which permits the
rearrangement of eRF1 to an active conformation (14). Accommodated eRF1 then
rapidly cleaves the peptidyl-tRNA bond, triggering the ejection of both eRF1 and the
liberated peptide (Fig. 5). Direct tracking of peptidyl-tRNA bond hydrolysis further
uncovered how small molecules and mRNA sequences inhibit discrete steps in
termination to promote stop-codon readthrough (Fig. 6A-B). Since the release factors
are widely conserved from yeast to humans (Fig. S11) (1, 6), we propose that the
termination mechanisms described here are fundamental to eukaryotic translation.

To assess the physiological relevance of our in vitro results, we compared them
to ribosome profiling measurements that report A-site occupancy via the ratio of short
(21 nt: empty A site) versus long (28 nt: occupied A site) Ribosome-Protected Footprints
(RPFs). Prior studies suggested that binding of eRF1 to ribosomes is not rate-limiting
for termination, as long RFPs significantly outnumber short RFPs at stop codons (28).
We confirmed this hypothesis through direct observation of termination sub-steps (Fig.
6C), which demonstrated that release factor binding is indeed faster than subsequent
ribosomal events. The finding that termination (~4 s) is fast relative to initiation ~20 – 60
s (29, 30), albeit somewhat slower than elongation (0.05 – 1.4 s per codon (30)), suggests the existence of an intricate choreography that prevents the accumulation of ribosomes at stop codons. Consistent with this, ribosomal profiling in eRF1-depleted cells revealed a dramatic increase in queueing of ribosomes at stop codons (28).

Eukaryotic termination differs strikingly from the mechanisms described previously for bacterial termination, in which the bacterial namesake of eRF3, RF3, drives departure of eRF1-like factors (RF1/2) from ribosomes (31). Instead, eukaryotic termination more closely resembles translation elongation (5), in which bacterial EF-Tu and eukaryotic eEF1A assist in the selection of proper tRNAs via a tightly-regulated, multi-step process. In eukaryotic termination, eRF3 (itself an EF-Tu/eEF1A homolog) in complex with GTP quickly delivers eRF1 (a tRNA-shaped protein) to a stop codon in the A site (Fig. 4A), similar to the rapid association of eEF1A/tRNA/GTP ternary complex with a sense codon in the A site. eRF3 hydrolyzes GTP to promote its release from the ribosome and facilitate eRF1 accommodation (Fig. 4D) (14), just as EF-Tu and eEF1A hydrolyze GTP to accelerate their ejection and favor tRNA accommodation (32, 33).

Furthermore, the energy necessary to eject eRF1 from ribosomes (ΔG‡ of 73 ± 34 kJ mol⁻¹; Fig. S6E) also resembles the energetics of E-site tRNA dissociation (70 kJ mol⁻¹; see (34)). Thus, the similarities between elongation and eukaryotic termination are not only limited to factor architecture, but also includes the molecular choreography of these processes.
The fidelity of translation elongation is driven in part by kinetic proofreading, in which EF-Tu/eEF1A preferentially rejects non-cognate tRNAs in two sequential steps to boost overall accuracy (32, 33, 35). While the basis of termination fidelity is unknown, we consider kinetic proofreading an intriguing model. eRF3 is essential for termination fidelity, as its inclusion boosts specificity by 2,600-fold (25). Here we showed eRF3 conformationally unlocks and delivers eRF1 to ribosomes (Fig. 2 and 4), and facilitates eRF1 accommodation in an eRF3 GTPase-dependent manner (Fig. 4), thus providing eRF3 with multiple opportunities to favor genuine stop codons. Further study of termination sub-step kinetics at near-cognate stop codons will reveal whether proofreading governs eukaryotic termination fidelity.

Mutations that introduce a premature stop codon pose a unique challenge for therapeutic intervention. These mutations trigger premature termination, liberating an incomplete polypeptide, and the defective mRNAs are further degraded via Nonsense-Mediated Decay (NMD) (36). To achieve effective therapeutic readthrough of premature stop codons, elongation, termination, and NMD must all be carefully tuned to avoid widespread misregulation of gene expression while still eliciting enough readthrough to alleviate disease. Thus, termination and NMD inhibitors may prove most useful as adjuvants, lengthening the kinetic window for drug-mediated readthrough of premature stop codons. Extension of these single-molecule assays to monitor stop-codon readthrough and NMD will provide the quantitative tools necessary to evaluate combination therapies, paving the way to effective treatments.
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**Fig. 1:** Single-molecule studies of termination. (A) Peptides are liberated at similar rates from ribosomes translating a variety of model mRNAs. (B) Wild-type and labeled release factors liberate peptides from ribosomes; catalytically-dead eRF1 (orange) is inactive. (C) Structural modeling (PDB ID: 5LZT (14)) suggests labeled eRF1 (green, Cy5-labeled at red star) would FRET with ribosomes (red, Cy3-labeled at green star) upon binding to A site. (D) FRET observed with Cy3-eRF1 and Cy5-60S by TIRF microscopy.
**Fig. 2:** eRF3 promotes fast binding of eRF1 to ribosomes halted at stop codons. (A) Assay schematic. (B) Example of fast binding of eRF1 (Cy3, green) to M-Stop ribosomes (Cy5, red) observed in the presence of eRF3. (C) Binding of eRF1 to M-Stop ribosomes is fast and concentration-dependent in the presence of eRF3; arrival time distributions were fit to a double-exponential model. (D) Observed rates of eRF1 binding to M-Stop ribosomes ($k_{obs}$) with and without eRF3. (E) Binding of eRF1 to M-Stop ribosomes is slow and eRF1 concentration-independent without eRF3; arrival time distributions were fit to an exponential model.
**Fig. 3:** Observing eRF3 dynamics in ZMWs. (A) Example of eRF3 binding to M-Stop ribosomes. (B) Binding of eRF3 to M-Stop ribosomes is concentration-dependent; arrival time distributions were fit to an exponential model. (C) GTP hydrolysis by eRF3 is not required for its release from the ribosome in the absence of eRF1.
**Fig. 4:** eRF3 delivers eRF1 quickly to ribosomes halted at stop codons. (A) Example of simultaneous binding of eRF1 (Cy5, red) and eRF3 (Cy3.5, yellow) to M-Stop ribosomes (Cy3, green). (B) Post-synchronization plot of fluorescence changes observed upon simultaneous binding of eRF1 and eRF3 (denoted as a dashed, black vertical line). (C) Simultaneous binding of eRF1 and eRF3 to M-Stop ribosomes is fast and concentration-dependent; arrival time distributions were fit to a double-exponential model. (D) GTP hydrolysis by eRF3 accelerates its release from the ribosome in the presence of eRF1.
Fig. 5: Tracking peptidyl-tRNA bond hydrolysis. (A) Model of FRET between eRF1 (Cy5, red star) and P-site tRNA (Cy3, green star) before and after termination. Left, pre-termination (modeled by 40S alignment, PDB IDs: 5LZU and 5LZT (14)). Right, post-termination (modeled by 40S alignment, PDB IDs: 5LZU and 3J77 (14, 37)). (B) FRET observed between P-site Cy3-Met-tRNA\textsuperscript{i} and G180A Cy5-eRF1 (black); addition of puromycin (red) yields lower FRET as expected. (C) Assay schematic and expected results. (D) Example of FRET observed with Cy3-Phe (green) and Cy5-eRF1 (red). (E) Post-synchronization plot of FRET efficiency observed before and after peptidyl-tRNA bond hydrolysis (marked by a dashed, black vertical line). (F) Pre- and post-termination state lifetimes observed at different temperatures.
**Fig. 6:** Termination is regulated by release factors, 3’ UTR mRNA sequence, and small molecules. (A) Insertion of 3’ UTR mRNA sequences known to promote stop-codon readthrough (“Weak” = CAAAGA, 10% efficiency; “Medium” = CAAUCA, 20% efficiency; “Strong” = CAAUUA, 30% efficiency) hinder termination; eRF1 release is unaffected. (B) The aminoglycoside paromomycin slows both termination and eRF1 release. (C) Order and timing of events in eukaryotic termination.